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Abstract—This paper presents an efficient lossless compression
method for 4-D medical images based on the advanced video cod-
ing scheme (H.264/AVC). The proposed method efficiently reduces
data redundancies in all four dimensions by recursively apply-
ing multiframe motion compensation. Performance evaluations on
real 4-D medical images of varying modalities including functional
magnetic resonance show an improvement in compression effi-
ciency of up to three times that of other state-of-the-art compres-
sion methods such as 3D-JPEG2000.

Index Terms—3D-JPEG2000, 4-D medical images, H.264/AVC,
lossless compression.

I. INTRODUCTION

MOST current lossless medical image compression meth-
ods are designed to handle 2-D and 3-D data [1]–[4].

Compression of 4-D medical images is still a relatively new
area of research. Since 4-D images are typically sequences of
3-D images (volumes) and 3-D images are composed of 2-D
images (slices), 2-D and 3-D compression algorithms may be
used to code slices or volumes independently. However, such
algorithms ultimately fail to exploit redundancies in all four
dimensions.

Few methods that exploit redundancies in all four dimen-
sions have been proposed recently. These methods either use
4-D wavelet transforms [5]–[7] or 3-D motion compensation al-
gorithms [8], [9] to decorrelate the data. However, these methods
still achieve compression ratios comparable to those of the 3-D
compression techniques such as 3D-JPEG2000.

In this paper, we propose a novel lossless compression method
designed for 4-D medical images that efficiently exploits redun-
dancies in all four dimensions. Our method is based on the most
advanced features of the H.264/AVC (advanced video coding)
standard, namely multiframe motion compensation, variable
block sizes for motion estimation, and subpixel motion vec-
tor accuracy, as well as a novel differential coding algorithm for
motion vectors. We compare our lossless compression method
to JPEG2000, 3D-JPEG2000, and standard H.264/AVC [10].
Performance evaluations show that our proposed method pro-
vides a significant improvement on compression ratio of up
to three times that of 3-D compression techniques such as
3D-JPEG2000.
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II. PROPOSED 4-D MEDICAL IMAGE COMPRESSION METHOD

A 4-D medical image can be denoted as I(x, y, z, t), where
the variables x and y denote the dimensions of the slices, the
variable z denotes the dimension of the volumes, and t denotes
time. Our proposed compression method (Fig. 1) encodes a
4-D medical image I(x, y, z, t) of n volumes of s slices each as
detailed in the following.

1) Spatial redundancies in the z-dimension are reduced by
processing each volume as a single video sequence us-
ing multiframe motion compensation. The first slice of
each volume is encoded as an I-frame using the intracode
mode of H.264/AVC while the remaining s − 1 slices
are encoded as P-frames using the intercode mode [10].
Slices are encoded using non-overlapping macroblocks
of 16 × 16 pixels, which may be further partitioned into
smaller blocks of 16 × 8, 8 × 16, and 8 × 8 pixels. Our
experiments on a large set of medical images have shown
that block sizes smaller than 8 × 8 pixels do not provide a
significant coding improvement, but significantly increase
the coding time. This first step results in s residual slices
per volume and the corresponding motion vector data.

2) Temporal redundancies in the t-dimension are then re-
duced by processing all the residual slices generated in
step 1) using multiframe motion compensation with vari-
able block sizes. The residual slices are first arranged into s
sets of n residual slices each, and then each set is processed
as an individual video sequence. The kth set of residual
slices to be processed in this step can be expressed as

Rk = {r1
k , r2

k , r3
k , . . . , rn−1

k , rn
k } (1)

where ri
k denotes the kth residual slice of volume i. The

first residual slice of each set is encoded as an I-frame
while the remaining n − 1 residual slices are encoded as
P-frames. This second step results in the final residual

slices and their corresponding motion vector data, which
both are compressed using the context-based adaptive bi-
nary arithmetic coder (CABAC) [10].

3) The motion vector data generated in step 1) is then encoded
using a novel differential motion vector coding algorithm
described in Section II-A and the resulting information is
compressed using CABAC.

4) The final residual slices and the motion vector data com-
pressed in step 2), and the motion vector data compressed
in step 3) comprise the final compressed bit stream.
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the proposed lossless compression method for a 4-D medical image of n volumes of s slices. MC1: first multiframe motion compensation
process; MC2: second multiframe motion compensation process. MVV i : motion vector data produced after applying motion compensation on volume i; MVTk :
motion vector data produced after applying motion compensation on set of residual slices k. CABAC, the entropy coding method used to compress the data.

Fig. 2. Current macroblock C of slice k of volume i, and previous macroblock
P in the same spatial position in slice k of volume i − 1.

A. Proposed Differential Coding of Motion Vectors

The motion vector data of two consecutive volumes generated
as described in step 1) (see MVVs in Fig. 1) are often highly
correlated since medical image volumes within dynamic data
usually depict the same anatomical region undergoing certain
changes (e.g., functional activation or motion) in time. We thus
propose a differential coding algorithm that exploits such cor-
relation. The algorithm calculates the difference between two
consecutive sets of motion vectors (say MVV i and MVV i−1)
and the difference is then entropy encoded using CABAC.

Let C be the current macroblock in volume i and slice k and
let P be the previous macroblock in the same spatial position as
C but in volume i − 1 and slice k, as exemplified in Fig. 2.

If C and P contain no partitions [Fig. 3(a)], the differen-
tial motion vector of C (dMVC ) is the difference between the
motion vector of C (MVC ) and the motion vector of P (MVP ):

dMVC = MVC − MVP . (2)

If, however, C contains partitions but P contains no partitions
[Fig. 3(b)], then the differential motion vector of the jth partition
of C (dMVC j ) is the difference between the motion vector of
the jth partition of C (MVC j ) and MVP :

dMVC j = MVC j − MVP . (3)

Finally, if C contains no partitions but P contains partitions
[Fig. 3(c)], then dMVC is the difference between MVC and the

Fig. 3. Differential coding of MVV motion vectors. C: current macroblock
in volume i and slice k; P: previous macroblock in the same spatial position
in volume i −1 and slice k. MVC : motion vector of C; dMVC : differen-
tial motion vector of C; MVP : motion vector of P; �x�: largest integer ≤ x.
(a) Macroblocks C and P contain no partitions. (b) Macroblock P contains no
partitions. Macroblock C contains J partitions. (c) Macroblock P contains J
partitions. Macroblock C contains no partitions.

average value of the motion vectors of all partitions of P :

dMVC = MVC −
⌊∑J−1

j=0 MVP j

J

⌋
(4)

where MVP j is the motion vector of the jth partition of P, J is
the total number of partitions in P , and �x� denotes the largest
integer less than or equal to x.
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TABLE I
COMPRESSION RATIOS OF 4-D MEDICAL IMAGES OF VARYING MODALITIES

USING DIFFERENT LOSSLESS COMPRESSION METHODS

III. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND RESULTS

We tested the proposed compression method on 20 func-
tional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) sequences, five dy-
namic magnetic resonance imaging (4-D-MRI) sequences, and
five positron emission tomography (PET) sequences. The fMRI
sequences comprise volumes of axial and coronal slices of a
human head and depict visual cortex activity. The 4-D-MRI
sequences describe the structure of a human hand undergoing
movement at different time points. The PET sequences depict
some brain activity in a rat. The first column of Table I summa-
rizes the characteristics of the tested sequences, while samples
of some of these sequences are shown in Fig. 4.

fMRI sequences typically feature high correlation among
slices along the t-dimension making them suitable for our pro-
posed compression method. fMRI data thus represent the best
case test set, for which the improvement on compression ratio
over 3-D and 2-D systems is expected to be the highest. On
the other hand, PET sequences can be considered as the worst

Fig. 4. Samples of tested 4-D medical image sequences. Each row in the figure
shows two slices of two consecutive volumes at the same spatial position of
(a) an fMRI sequence of the coronal view of a human head (128 × 128 pixels,
12 bits per pixel); (b) 4-D-MRI (structural) sequence of the axial view of a
human hand (512 × 352 pixels, 16 bits per pixel); and (c) a PET sequence of
the brain activity in a rat (128 × 128 pixels, 16 bits per pixel).

case for the proposed compression method. PET data have little
well-defined structures that makes it more difficult to estimate
motion using block-based motion compensation as used in our
approach.

For comparison purposes, we have also losslessly encoded
the sequences using JPEG2000, 3D-JPEG2000, and stan-
dard H.264/AVC. For the case of JPEG2000, we losslessly
compressed each slice independently with two levels of
decomposition.

Since redundancies in the temporal dimension are usually
greater than those found in the spatial z-dimension, we encoded
the sequences using 3D-JPEG2000 and standard H.264/AVC by
first grouping together slices across the t-dimension into sets,
and then, processing each set as an individual 3-D image, in
manner similar to our previous work in [11]. In 3D-JPEG2000,
we first applied a 1-D discrete wavelet transform along the
t-dimension of each set with two levels of decomposition. Subse-
quently, we compressed all transformed slices using JPEG2000
with two levels of decomposition, which provides a good perfor-
mance for lossless compression as suggested in [12]. In standard
H.264/AVC, we losslessly encoded each set as a monochrome
video sequence using an IPPP coding structure (i.e., the first
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slice was encoded as an I-frame, while the remaining slices
were encoded as P-frames) with no quantization for residuals to
ensure lossless compression [13].

In order to confirm lossless compression, we computed the
mean square error (MSE) between the original sequences and
the decoded sequences following compression using our pro-
posed method. The MSE measures the variation between the
two signals, which for two u × v monochrome images, O and
R, is defined as

MSE =
1
uv

u−1∑
i=0

v−1∑
j=0

[O(i, j) − R(i, j)]2 . (5)

The MSE was computed for every slice of the test sequences
and resulted in an MSE equal to exactly zero for all cases,
which confirms that our proposed compression method is fully
lossless.

Lossless compression ratios for the test sequences are summa-
rized in Table I. It can be observed that our proposed compres-
sion method significantly outperforms the other state-of-the-art
methods achieving up to three times the compression ratio of
3D-JPEG2000 (see last column of Table I). By first applying
motion compensation in the z-dimension, our proposed method
finds the optimal residual slices, and thus, reduces the energy
contained in each volume. This process results in fewer bits to be
encoded after applying motion compensation in the t-dimension.

The best improvement in compression ratio was achieved on
the fMRI sequences. As described earlier, such images are quite
suitable for our proposed method. The improvement in com-
pression ratio for the 4-D-MRI sequences is lower mainly due
to the fact that these particular sequences feature a lower number
of volumes (i.e., have lower temporal resolution), which results
in a lower correlation between slices in the temporal dimension.
However, the compression ratios in these sequences are still up
to 50% better than those of 3D-JPEG2000. As expected, the
lowest improvement in compression ratio was that achieved for
the PET sequences due to their very low spatial resolution. Nev-
ertheless, our method still achieves an improvement of about
7% over 3D-JPEG2000 on these sequences.

Column 5 of Table I corresponds to the compression ratios
achieved without our proposed differential coding algorithm on
the MVV motion vectors. Note how an additional improvement
of up to 5% can be observed when our differential coding algo-
rithm is employed.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a new efficient and fully lossless
compression method designed for 4-D medical image data. The
method is based on the advanced features of the advanced video
coding scheme (H.264/AVC) as well as a novel differential cod-
ing algorithm for motion vectors. The proposed compression
method efficiently exploits data redundancy in all four dimen-
sions, thus providing a significantly superior compression per-
formance compared to current state-of-the-art. Redundancies
between slices within volumes are exploited by first calculat-
ing the motion-compensated residual slices, which, in turn, are
encoded using motion compensation across the temporal dimen-
sion. Correlations between motion vectors are exploited next by

employing a new differential coding algorithm that further im-
proves compression performance. Our quantitative experimental
results on a large number of medical image datasets of varying
modalities show significant improvements in compression ratio
of up to three times that of current 2-D and 3-D state-of-the-art
compression techniques, such as JPEG2000 and 3D-JPEG2000.
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